Assembly Instructions for 5’x10’ 6’x12’ and Futsal goals

1. Place double hinge on ground with net spread out away from you. Pull one side of frame up until it locks (clicks), then repeat on other side.

2. Open one half of frame resting it on the ground.

3. Lift side frame of net until hinge locks (clicking sound)

4. Repeat on other half of frame, until it clicks. Lay the frame on the ground with the rubber feet down.

5. Join black poles together (see A) Take 2 of the 4 poles and slot them into the 2 rear tubes.

6. Take the 2 remaining poles and feed them down the orange ‘front posts’ sleeves and slot them into the front tubes.

7. Next the 2 front net loops and place over the tops of the front poles.

8. Repeat with rear loops holding poles and net firmly.

9. Finally take black loops (A) and place under rubber feet. (B) Stake the net on grass or use bow bags on turf (not supplied)

1 year limited manufactures warranty on manufacturing defects only. For full description of warranty, guarantee, terms & conditions, see www.bownet.net/pages/warranty-page

California Proposition 65 Warning: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and DDP, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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